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The President’s Page
The life of the mind, social and emotional
development is what universities cultivate
day in and day out to enrich one’s life
journey of relationships, work, community
and self discovery. Lately, I have been
giving deep thought to the noble mission
of education and the role of supporting
individual growth and expanding a
community’s opportunity for prosperity.
Growth of self, growth of communities,
and the opportunity for prosperity are all
inextricably bound. So, it was my great
pleasure to host Quentin Messer Jr., chief
executive officer of the Michigan Economic
Development Corporation, for a Fireside Chat and
have him address not only the “life of the mind,” but
how it is an imperative that education and economic
development go hand-in-hand. Quentin and I are
kindred spirits in spreading this message. He said he
recognizes the role Grand Valley State University, in
particular, plays in the state. He told the audience,
“There is so much that Grand Valley does, whether in
K-12, with young graduates, the general community or
with adult learners, but not everyone knows that unless
they’re part of the ethos. The MEDC has to be part of
amplifying that story.” Messer went on to get right to
the heart of the matter: every business is talking about
talent. And I am here to confirm that GVSU is educating
citizens with broad and enduring skills as well as those
in high demand today. We are a community committed
to learning, applied research and inclusive opportunity
for the students we serve and in the communities we
reside. This is the definition of a talent creator.
In April, the university announced a major, innovative
program with the state’s largest employer, the newly
formed BHSH System, the merger of Beaumont
Health and Spectrum Health (see page 18). The new
partnership between GVSU and BHSH, the Spectrum
Health West Michigan Nurse Scholar program, will
create the opportunity for 500 additional students in
the Kirkhof College of Nursing to pursue the profession,
with committed employment at Spectrum Health.
The health system is investing $19 million dollars
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in the program, with GVSU committing to ongoing
support with infrastructure and financial aid. This is a
model for the nation and the first of many more creative
partnerships for Grand Valley.
We are finding new ways and new approaches but to
realize the opportunity to connect the life of the mind
and the economic health of a region, requires increased
investment in higher education. As I wrote in a column
recently published in Bridge Michigan, the state has
invested 30 percent less in its universities, per student,
than other nearby Great Lakes states during the last 20
years. This hurts us in the competition for talent, jobs
and economic growth. And so, it follows that Michigan
is also behind in college graduates. The need is evident.
U.S. Census Bureau statistics show only 28 percent of
Michiganders over the age of 25 hold even a bachelor’s
degree, while the national average is 34 percent. Like
CEO Messer suggested, we are the institution that
understands this intersection.

Philomena V. Mantella
President, Grand Valley State University
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GVSU New Music Ensemble
forges unique path in classical
music world
STORY BY PEG WEST

Bill Ryan, an avid outdoor enthusiast,
got to thinking several years ago: Is
there a way to combine two of his
passions — nature and the GVSU
New Music Ensemble that he leads?
From that initial thought sprung
a musical tour de force that has seen
the acclaimed group crisscross the
country to play specially commissioned
pieces reflecting the natural beauty of
national parks.
The tours, which will number five
this summer, have earned four coveted
National Endowment for the Arts grants.
They started to take shape after Ryan
put his idea into action by sending
emails detailing his proposal to national
parks officials.
The response was initially tepid, Ryan
said, but he was undeterred. He patiently
persisted, driven by the same tenacity to

expand the reach of the ensemble that he
has possessed since he founded the group.
Ryan has long sought to leverage what
he and others describe as the essence of
new music — a reflection of contemporary
moments and times — by exposing the
ensemble members to unique situations
and opportunities.
Besides the national parks tours,
the ensemble also performed specially
commissioned pieces to capture the
majesty of Lake Michigan. In March,
the ensemble helped mark the 10th
anniversary of the annual Art Gallery Music
Composition Competition — in which
student composers also taught by Ryan
create 60-second works in response to
artwork in the Louis Armstrong Theatre
Lobby — by performing works from current
student composers as well as selections
from former prizewinners who competed
for alumni prizes.

STRIKING A CHORD
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New Music Ensemble students and
commissioned composers are pictured with
Bill Ryan (sixth from left, top row). Top row,
left to right: Nathan Hudson, Lydia Seaver,
Logan Rutledge, Linus Guerra, Noah Braley,
Ryan, Christian Glascock, Olivia Kieffer,
Elijah Smith; bottom row, left to right: Marc
Melllits, Elena Specht, Tony Manfredonia,
Gracie Barrett and Stephanie Bueche.

(a sampling)

Steve Reich’s
“Music for 18 Musicians”
2007, 14 tracks

The New Music Ensemble’s rendition
of the influential composer’s work was
released to wide acclaim and put the
group on the music world’s radar.

“RETURN”

2017, 15 tracks
Three GVSU graduates, Adam
Cuthbert, Matt Finch and Daniel Rhode,
were commissioned to create an
album of compositions.

“Dawn Chorus”
2020, 11 tracks

This album contains selections from the
specially commissioned compositions
inspired by the national parks.

newmusicensemble.org/albums
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This creativity and Ryan’s passionate
advocacy promoting the ensemble’s work
has helped attract more interest in the group,
which has received international recognition
and has carved out a niche in the classical
music scene.
That all starts with the music, and
what makes Ryan most proud is when
the ensemble is lauded for its professionallevel quality.
“The fact that we’re covered by some
of these publications floors me,” Ryan
said. “These are mainstream professional
publications that have an interest in what
we’re doing. The students leave here and
they have press quotes from NPR and the
New York Times and others on their resumes
— as undergrads.”

An ensemble is born,
buzz soon follows
Ryan’s earliest promotional efforts for the
New Music Ensemble involved designing
posters to intrigue people about what he was
planning to create.
He arrived at Grand Valley in 2005 to teach
composition with the added duty of starting
a contemporary music ensemble. After
taking a semester to get organized, Ryan led
the New Music Ensemble’s first performance
in spring 2006.
Just a year later, a seminal performance
helped put the ensemble on the musical
radar and, “We haven’t looked back,” Ryan
said. It was also a time when Ryan took an
unexpected chance to put their music into
the world.
Ryan had chosen a difficult, specialized
piece by renowned composer Steve Reich for
the ensemble to study and learn to play. His
main goal was to get through the concert,
not record an album.
But the ensemble played the piece
remarkably well. Ryan sent a recording of the
concert to a record label to gauge interest in

an album, which there was. The ensemble
then recorded Steve Reich’s “Music for 18
Musicians” over three days at St. Cecilia
Music Center in Grand Rapids.
“People loved it,” Ryan said.
He added: “I would have been laughed
at if I initially said, ‘Let’s record an album.’
But I wouldn’t have pursued it if the
group wasn’t sounding professional.”
The response from the music world
was resounding approval. The album
spent 11 weeks on the Billboard charts and
was named one of the top five classical
recordings of the decade by WNYC.
The New Yorker said, “Michigan
musicians play with glistening precision.”
The San Francisco Chronicle referred to it
as the “surprise new-music hit of 2007.”
Why did that album strike such
a chord? Ryan suspects part of the
fascination was music aficionados on
the coasts discovering a performance
from undergraduate students at a
Midwestern school.
But first and foremost, he said, the
quality of the work had to shine. At the
time, only a handful of professional
groups had tackled the demanding music
that the GVSU ensemble performed, he
said. And those who know music thought
the undergraduates from Grand Valley
were on par with any professional group.
Once on that radar, the buzz has
indeed continued through subsequent
albums and special performances,
including the ongoing tours of national
parks that have garnered wide interest
and accolades. An album in 2017,
“RETURN,” which included 15 works
composed by Ryan’s former students,
earned praise from NPR’s Tom Huizenga,
who said, “Calming, alluring and
sophisticated all at once, ‘RETURN’ marks
a high point for Ryan, his ensemble and
former students.”

‘You’re going to play
really hard music and
play it really well’
The GVSU New Music Ensemble has a
core group of players on six instruments:
flute, clarinet, bass clarinet, saxophone,
piano and percussion. A seventh student
works as a sound engineer.

5/4/22 9:13 AM

The goal is to expose students to
contemporary music “that’s alive and
created in the last 25 years. For the most
part, the focus is on right now,” he said.
This approach complements what students
are learning in other music classes, with
composers and pieces that are often
hundreds of years old.
That lineage runs through contemporary
classical music, Ryan said, with the genre
running the gamut from paying homage
to these long-ago composers to creating
pieces that are experimental, such as going
to auto junkyards to use brake drums for
percussion. Modern classical composers
also borrow elements from folk, pop, jazz
and other music genres and, routinely,
incorporate electronics and other aspects
of technology.
“It is exciting to me and to our players
that our programs can be very diverse,
and they are learning new performance
techniques from composition to
composition often because it’s so wide
open,” Ryan said.
The wide-open nature attracted Ashley
Stanley ‘14 to Grand Valley. Stanley, a flute
player, came across the ensemble’s music
on YouTube while considering whether to
attend GVSU.
“I thought, ‘This is the coolest thing I
have seen someone do with a classical
instrument,” Stanley said. “The first thing I
did was knock on Bill Ryan’s door and ask
if he needed a flute player.”
Stanley said new music has an
equalizing quality because it’s accessible
to all listeners, no matter their level of
musical knowledge.
“When I go to a new music concert, the
focus is much more on the artistry and a lot
less on the historical knowledge,” Stanley said.
And performing in the New Music
Ensemble meant exhibiting top-notch
artistry, Stanley said. “You’re going to play
really hard music and play it really well.
That’s just Bill’s expectation.”
Gracie Barrett, who is majoring in music
education with a concentration on clarinet
performance, played clarinet for two
years in the ensemble and most recently
switched to bass clarinet.
“One of my favorite parts of new music
is how culturally relevant it is and how in
the moment you get to be in the music,”
Barrett said.
Barrett said the quality level from an
undergraduate ensemble is remarkable,
and credited Ryan with his determination to
elevate the group’s work in the music world,
leading to wide acclaim.
Another advantage of working with new
music is the opportunity to collaborate
with composers and get insight on their
thinking, Barrett said.
That is a crucial part of the national
parks tours.

Natural beauty,
beautiful music
Stanley was part of the first tour of national
parks, and quickly overcame some initial
skepticism to come to see that time as a
“life-changing experience.”
Barrett described participating in the
latest tour, which took the ensemble to
national parks in the eastern and middle
parts of the U.S., the same way, saying it
was a “spiritual experience.” “It was kind
of life changing to see these different
landscapes and then perform brand new
music in these landscapes that are so
beautiful,” Barrett said.
So far, the ensemble has visited 20
national parks, with plans to visit five
more in summer of 2022, Ryan said.
Ryan commissions composers to
create music that reflects a feature of
a national park that inspires the artist.
Ensemble players work with the composer
in rehearsals, then travel to the parks to
perform the specially commissioned piece
for that location as well as others.
Their travels have taken them
from Yellowstone National Park to
Acadia National Park in Maine to Indiana
Dunes National Park. Ryan has regularly
received National Endowment for the Arts
grants to help fund the journeys.

And while Ryan hadn’t set out to create
an album from the performances, he was
inspired to do so when considering the work
they had received from composers. That led
to 2020’s “Dawn Chorus,” an 11-track album
that included all of the pieces from the 2016
tour as well as selections from the 2014
performances. It was the ensemble’s fifth
commercial recording.
This melding of the outdoors and
the music of the ensemble that Ryan
envisioned those many years ago has
proven to be a success that has continued
to keep the New Music Ensemble on the
musical radar.
But even more importantly, Ryan said,
these tours have continually inspired both
him and the talented, revolving group of
undergraduates who play new music at a
professional level.
“We’re performing the compositions in
the locations and with the backdrops that
inspired them. It can be a very emotional
experience for us,” Ryan said.
“I don’t know who has the better
experience, the audience or us.”
The New Music Ensemble performs in 2018 at
Olympic National Park in Washington. To see
more photos of the New Music Ensemble on
their past tours visit newmusicensemble.org.

STRIKING A CHORD
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LAKER ESPORTS CENTER PROVIDES
ACCESS TO GAMING, CREATES STUDENT
COMMUNITY

STORY BY MICHELE COFFILL
PHOTOS BY AMANDA PITTS

When you hear the word “gamer,” do you
imagine a man holed up in a dark basement,
sitting in front of a screen for hours while
playing a video game?
Or do you imagine students sitting in front
of high-end computer stations in a Kirkhof
Center room playing a video game against
a team from Davenport University, while an
enthusiastic crowd watches the broadcast
from another room and loudly cheers when
Grand Valley scores the first goal?
“When Grand Valley scored that first goal
in Rocket League, it was just like the Super
Bowl. The whole place just erupted, and I’m
thinking to myself, ‘This is why we did this,’”
said Mike Przydzial, acting director
of Recreation and Wellness.
Przydzial was describing the January 18 grand
opening of the Laker Esports Center. A campuswide
initiative turned into reality, the center provides gaming
space for not only Grand Valley’s competitive esports
team but all students, plus faculty and staff members
who want to join during the center’s drop-in hours.
Esports teams and centers are growing trends on
college campuses, and rightly so, as esports is a
$200 billion global industry. Many college students
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want to continue the competitive gaming they played
in high school, and it’s an amenity to show
prospective students.
Establishing an esports center on a campus seems a
win from all perspectives, but finding its home presents
challenges. Some colleges house esports in athletics
and only varsity athletes can participate, while others
use the umbrella of student services and open the
center to all students. Grand Valley has found a unique
niche. The Laker Esports Center operates, for now,
under Recreation and Wellness. It is open to everyone
on campus and has a competitive team. It also spurred
interest from academic departments, as faculty are
exploring how the university could someday offer
esports management and gaming courses.

READY PLAYER ONE
Marshal Brummel, a 2019 Grand Valley graduate, was
not a gamer in high school. In fact, he lived in a house
without cable or internet until he turned 13.
“I played a ton of youth soccer and was one step
below Olympic-level development,” said Brummel, who
earned a bachelor’s degree in computer science. “My
friends in high school would show me the games they
were playing and I loved how competitive it was.”
He was soon hooked on competitive gaming and
brought that enthusiasm to campus. Brummel tried
to establish an esports club in 2016 but ran into some
initial confusion. “I was told there were already
video game clubs on campus. It’s really not the
same,” he said.
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TOP GAMES
AT LEC
League of Legends
Rocket League
Call of Duty
Valorant

The Laker Esports Center, a
university initiative turned
reality, officially opened in
January in the Kirkhof Center.

LEVEL UP
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“Grand Valley held a tournament in
February 2020 at Celebration Cinema
and I went to watch the teams compete,”
Harmon said. “It clicked with me then
what the team was trying to accomplish.
“The players were a lot like a basketball
team. They communicated with each other
to accomplish a task. I thought, ‘I get it
now and there is a place for this at
Grand Valley.’”
President Philomena V. Mantella later
approved a proposal to find space on
campus for an esports center. Harmon
said: “President Mantella knows that
engaged students are often successful
academically. She has seen the success
at other universities.”
Jesse DeWeerd and Spencer Deitrick celebrate with a fist
bump after scoring a goal in a Rocket League game against
Davenport University during the Laker Esports Center
opening on January 18.

Brummel sought strength in numbers and
connected with the leaders of League of Legends,
Super Smash Bros and other game-specific clubs.
He soon had support to market the esports club at
Campus Life Night, the early fall recruiting event
for student organizations. More than 200 students
signed up.
The popularity presented challenges. “We would
have 80-100 people come to meetings. We had no
computers and it was not easy for people to bring
their PCs to campus,” he said. The Office of Student
Life was hit with odd requests when the club wanted
to meet or host an event. “They never had requests
like ours. I would submit a request for, say, tons of
power strips and four TVs,” Brummel said.
Brummel asked Ira Woodring, assistant professor
of computing, to be the club’s faculty advisor;
Woodring continues to serve in that capacity.
“The club grew really quickly,” Woodring said. “It’s
really one of the very few student clubs that accepts
everyone. You might like football but not have the
skills to play football. With esports, there’s an entry
point for everyone.”
With Brummel as president, the club found its
groove and hosted several tournaments. Brummel
said he knew it could be bigger and better with
the right space and funding. He began to request
meetings with campus leaders, sharing a proposal
he created for a university-funded esports venue.

LEVEL UP
Brummel met several times with Kate Harmon, now
acting associate dean of students, when she served
as director of recreation and wellness. Harmon was
hearing similar conversations about creating space
for esports when she attended state and national
conferences for collegiate recreation.
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BUILDING BLOCKS
Eric Kunnen, senior director of IT
Innovation and Research, enjoys new
projects and said he appreciated being
pulled into the esports conversation
last year.
“Having a center really builds
community for students,” Kunnen said.
“It gets them out of their rooms where they
play video games by themselves and into
this beautiful space, and provides access
for those who might not have equipment
like this.”
The center’s state-of-the-art Alienware
Aurora gaming PCs were configurated
in collaboration with Dell, which was the
selected computing vendor. The stations
and chairs are from Herman Miller, with
the furniture manufacturer donating
half of the stations and Recreation and
Wellness funding the rest. The IT Division
paid for computer equipment.
Next on the list was finding someone
to lead the center’s operations.
Christopher Bilski began working
in October as the esports coordinator,
bringing his experiences as the esports
coach at Aquinas College and as
director of the esports center at
Muskingum University.
“This is such a great space for
students,” Bilski said. “They do not need
to worry about their internet connection,
and we have all the games already
downloaded. This makes gaming
more accessible.”
And popular. Bilski said during the
month following the January 18 grand
opening, 220 unique visitors spent time
at the center. There are now 550 members
in the esports club that Brummel
established in 2017.
Bilski gave Brummel a tour of the
center. “I never doubted this would
happen. The students in the club who

GVSU EXPERT
RESEARCHING
WAYS TO MAKE
GAMING INDUSTRY
WELCOMING
TO ALL
BY PEG WEST

The gaming industry, now
a global entertainment
powerhouse, is far behind
when it comes to diversity and
equity, said Alisha Karabinus,
a Grand Valley expert who
is studying ways to improve
inclusion in the profession.
Demographic data from
an industry survey has
consistently shown problems
with a lack of diversity,
Karabinus said. “The numbers
do not match numbers
worldwide for population,”
she said.
The response from those
leading the industry mirror the
same kinds of issues raised in
the technology world, she said,
such as they’re not getting
applications from different
backgrounds or there are not
enough qualified applicants.
“We’re just losing people who
are interested in investing in
games, who grow up playing a
lot of games,” said Karabinus,
an assistant professor who is
dually appointed to the writing
and digital studies programs.
One space that may hold some
opportunities for increasing
diversity, particularly at the
design and development levels,
is in the hobbyist gaming
community, she said.
Karabinus has conducted a
pilot study to gauge whether
those evaluating applicants
think the skills and capabilities
of hobbyist gamers translate
to a professional setting. A
significant number agreed
they could.
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The results from the pilot
study were intriguing enough
to expand the study,
Karabinus said.
Why has Karabinus targeted
the hobbyist industry as a way
to improve inclusion? From a
skills standpoint, she said, those
working on independent games
or creating their own spaces
for games are using a structure
similar to that in a professional
setting: standard work flows,
documentation, testing.
Because they are creating
these games for fun, hobbyists
often don't see that they have
skills that are applicable to
professional work, she said. She
is also hopeful that the research
can help redefine qualifications
for a job, especially when
a customary professional
qualification is an internship,
which isn't always within reach
for job hopefuls.

came after me were successful in
making this happen,” Brummel said.
“Mission complete.”
He now works as a web developer for
CU Answers. It’s Brummel’s third job since
graduating. At each interview, he talked
about the esports club and the leadership
experience he gained as its president
and founder. “Not a lot of people can say
they were president of a club with more
than 350 members,” he said.

GAME THEORY
Woodring teaches a game design
course and said esports as an
academic program easily goes beyond
computer science.
“People don’t realize how many
areas it touches. There are dietitians for
professional esport players, physical
therapists, team coaches, researchers in
the field,” he said.
Faculty members Christina Beaudoin
and Sally Ross, associate professor
of sport management, are leading an

interdisciplinary committee to explore how to add
esports to the university’s curriculum.
Beaudoin, professor of exercise science, said they
have looked at models that range from a few esport
classes to a certificate program to a major. “We’ve
been working on how to make esports at Grand
Valley unique. It’s such a growing area, we want to do
it well,” she said.
The committee, Beaudoin said, works with the
understanding that esports is an industry with a lack
of diversity among gamers, in addition to having
other social justice and equity issues (see sidebar).
Kunnen said this will be Grand Valley’s esports
niche, infusing it into the curriculum while building
community among students. Przydzial agreed
and said others are taking note of the Laker
Esports Center.
“Coach Bilski took a call from the GLIAC recently,”
Przydzial said. “They want to host a virtual esports
tournament in the spring and an in-person one in
the fall. It’s funny to think that Grand Valley is talked
about as being trailblazers in this field when two,
three years ago, we felt we were behind the eight ball.”

Spectators watch Grand Valley and
Davenport compete in a Rocket League game
on screens outside the Laker Esports Center.

The demographics of the
hobbyist community also hold
potential promise for increasing
diversity in the gaming industry,
Karabinus said.
“This is where the women are,
this is where the Black gamers
are, this is where the queer
gamers are,” Karabinus said.
“They are in these spaces where
they can feel like they don't
have to deal with the toxicity
that continues to fracture so
many communities and that
permeates the industry.”
Another reason too many feel
unwelcome is what they see —
or don't see — on the screen,
Karabinus said.
She cited a data point from
separate research showing that
in the entirety of the gaming
industry, there have been
approximately 30 playable Black
women characters. And often,
they are side characters,
she said.
“There may be people going
through their entire lives
trying to play games and never
having the opportunity to play
a character that looks remotely
like them,” Karabinus said.

LEVEL UP
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CARING FOR

MICHIGAN
TOURISM
Professor’s volunteer project reaches 10th anniversary,
$1 million in volunteer value
STORY BY BRIAN VERNELLIS

Over the last nine summers, hundreds of volunteers
in the Michigan tourism industry have spent a day or
two at attractions, ready to grab a paint brush, clear
debris or repair facilities, restoring a piece of state
history or a local landmark to its full glory.
In the process, the volunteers and those in the
community develop a greater sense of understanding
among themselves and appreciation for the landmark
— whether it’s a 153-year-old lighthouse on the shores
of Lake Huron or a 980-acre island park in the
Detroit River.
“I wouldn’t miss it for anything,” said Maia Turek,
promotional specialist with the Michigan Department
of Natural Resources. “It’s a highlight of my year. It
never fails that I end up crying. It’s so moving.”
And, it’s all thanks to the vision of a Grand
Valley professor.
Patty Janes, a professor of hospitality and tourism
management, has been the driving force behind
Michigan Cares for Tourism since she created it in 2012.
Michigan Cares for Tourism celebrates several
milestones this summer. It’s the 10th anniversary for
the program and Janes has scheduled a reunion on
September 11 at Mill Lake in Chelsea (site of the group’s
first project) and a volunteer event on September 12 at
Cambridge Junction in Brooklyn. Janes said this year’s
events should push Michigan Cares to the $1 million

Opposite page, top left: Patty Janes,
professor of hospitality and tourism
management, laughs with Paul Stansbie,
associate dean of the College of Education
and Community Innovation, (not pictured)
as they noticed the painting supplies left
behind from their volunteer project at
Oakhill Cemetery in 2020, prior to the start
of the pandemic.
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mark in volunteer value — savings in labor and supplies
given to attractions across the state.
“When you think that it’s lasted 10 years, and
through two years of COVID-19 when the industry was
devastated, it’s amazing,” said Janes.
Admittedly, she said she borrowed the idea after
experiencing it as a faculty member at Central Michigan
University and serving as a board member for Tourism
Cares, a nonprofit organization based in Boston. As
the only educator on the nonprofit’s board, she said
she asked if she could bring students to an upcoming
project. The idea reshaped her thought process toward
the events.
“They let me bring four students that first time,” said
Janes. “It was at Mount Vernon, and it was magical.”
In 2006, Janes and 50 students joined Tourism Cares
in New Orleans and the Gulf Coast to assess and help in
the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. Janes beamed with
pride when she mentioned the student group raised
$18,000 to fund its trip.
“I will never capture an educational, learning, living,
giving experience like that in my life,” said Janes. “I
would have ended my career right there because there’s
no way I could capture anything better.”
With the trips to Mount Vernon and the Gulf Coast
fresh in mind, Janes knew she wanted to bring the
idea to Michigan. By 2012, she was teaching at Grand

Opposite page, bottom
right: The historic
Oakhill Cemetery office
was built in 1898. The
cemetery recently
became an accredited
arboretum.

Opposite page, top right and bottom left:
Paint cans and supplies remain in the Oakhill
Cemetery office, where Michigan Cares for
Tourism did a volunteer project during the
start of the pandemic. Because two seasons
of COVID-19 restricted the group’s efforts,
Janes said Michigan Cares will be ready to
assist an industry slowly returning to its
economic strength.
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Michigan Cares for Tourism
10 years of sprucing up state landmarks

THE F ELT ESTAT E, SAUG AT UCK
RK , GA RD EN
OR IC ST AT E PA
FAYE TT E HI ST

Michigan Cares volunteers painted
buildings, repaired and constructed
fences and helped with landscaping
at this 18th century iron-smelting
town located on the Upper Peninsula’s
Garden Peninsula.

ST U RG EO

Valley and approached Paul Stansbie, then the department’s chair.
Stansbie didn’t hesitate to help, and Michigan Cares for Tourism
was born.
“It was an easy decision because it aligned perfectly with the
mission of the unit and the college about community engagement
and experiential education,” said Stansbie, now associate dean of
the College of Education and Community Innovation. “Although
the model was more about tourism professionals, there was always
space for students to be a part of that.
“I’ve been to places in Michigan that I wouldn’t have thought
of going to if it hadn’t been for Michigan Cares.”

CREATING NEXT GENERATION
OF PROFESSIONALS

The trips organized by Michigan Cares bring enormous value to
the attraction and its surrounding community, but it also gives a
professor like Janes the opportunity to introduce students to their
future line of work and people in the industry.
Her visit to Mount Vernon illustrated her mission. The historical
site was recovering from a hurricane that demolished the
surrounding countryside. At one point, she said, a student and
volunteer were chatting and sharing a moment as they cleared
brush together. The student had no idea who the volunteer was,
but Janes later pointed out it was Arthur Tauck, CEO of Tauck
Tours, a family-owned company and the largest privately held tour
company in the world.
“I said, ‘Hey great job, but do you know who that was?’” she said.
It’s moments like those that Janes hopes to create with
each visit.
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Sturgeon Point Lighthouse, Harrisville — The Michigan Cares
group visited the Sturgeon Point Lighthouse in 2015, building a
parking lot for bus tours, painting the lighthouse’s interior and
constructing picnic tables and bat houses.

“Part of it is about the connections you make and the
relationships you build,” said Stansbie. “Students are working
side by side with industry professionals, and you lose all the
uncomfortableness of an interview. They are on a level playing field
and connecting right there.”
Janes and Stansbie aren’t the only ones to notice how beneficial
the interactions are, and not just between CEOs and students, but
tourism industry professionals and colleagues. These opportunities
may bring together people from different backgrounds and areas of
the state, but there’s one connection they share — the tourism and
hospitality industry.
“It changes your perception about that person, who you feel
they represent and what area you think they represent,” said Dave
Lorenz, vice president of Travel Michigan. “It’s an engaging way to
realize through this immersive experience that we’re all the same in
the most important ways.
“That’s what travel does, so when the travel industry can
engage in this way, it provides even greater benefit because this
knowledge of understanding can be amplified in our individual jobs.
It makes us more receptive and welcoming in anything that we do
in the industry.”

SERVING THE INDUSTRY
AND COMMUNITY

Industry professionals and state officials have witnessed Michigan
Cares for Tourism’s effect on the attraction, but also on the
attraction’s surrounding area and people.
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To see more projects, or to volunteer, visit
michigancaresfortourism.com
Leelanau State Park, Northport — Located on
the tip of the Leelanau Peninsula, the Grand
Traverse Lighthouse received a coat of paint
thanks to Michigan Cares volunteers in 2019.
Volunteers also built a playground, cleared
trails and painted park structures.
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Felt Estate, Saugatuck — In 2016, Michigan Cares
helped the Felt Estate with a variety of projects
including restoring windows, installing a roof, painting
its historic barn and constructing a 1000-foot trail
connected the estate to Saugatuck State Park.

Turek recalled the group’s trip to Sturgeon Point Lighthouse
outside Alpena on Lake Huron. Partnering with the lighthouse’s
own group of volunteers, the Michigan Cares for Tourism group
brought 225 volunteers and received a warm welcome.
“That particular group made such a big deal out of those
Michigan Cares volunteers coming,” said Turek. “They didn’t have
the bodies to take care of some of the maintenance, and they were
so appreciative. They got a police escort for the bus to welcome
them in. They had people standing on the side of the road with
signs welcoming Michigan Cares.”
Like Turek, Janes has fond memories of the Sturgeon Point
Lighthouse trip.
“We built a parking lot so they could host motor coaches, we
built fencing, laid cement, put in new landscaping, and built picnic
tables,” said Janes.
“That lighthouse is 100 percent run by volunteers, but it’s
seeing the impact of helping people at a different level who equally
share a passion.”
And as Turek pointed out, most attractions and landmarks
usually have fewer than 20 volunteers to help with maintenance
and care year-round. With dozens of Michigan Cares volunteers on
hand for up to two days, the change can be dramatic.
“In the morning you look at the space you’re about to impact,
and it looks a mess,” said Stansbie. “Then you have hundreds of

ST AT E PA
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At the tip of the Keweenaw Peninsula in the
Upper Peninsula sits Fort Wilkins, home to a
restored 1844 army outpost and one of the first
lighthouses on Lake Superior, built in 1866.
Volunteers installed a roof, stained and painted
the historical buildings and built and
ADA-compliant ramp for accessibility.

volunteers ‘Tasmanian Devil’ their way through the thing.
And you look back at the end of the day at what you’ve done,
and it’s transformational.”
As much as local communities value what Michigan Cares offers
to their landmarks, industry professionals like Lorenz and Turek
understand what Janes’ project has done for Grand Valley, too.
“It has really changed my perception about Grand Valley,” said
Lorenz. “It’s a university that thinks and sees the bigger picture
of what education is, and it’s more than a classroom and books.
It’s about participation in the community. It’s changed the way
I see Grand Valley as one of our leading education organizations
in the state.”
Turek echoed Lorenz’s comments.
“I’m so appreciative that Grand Valley has committed resources
to this,” said Turek. “It has completely reframed my thought process
when I think of Grand Valley as a university and as a significant
player in Michigan for the tourism industry and recreation.”
Because two seasons of COVID restricted the group’s efforts,
Janes believes Michigan Cares will be ready to lend a hand for
an industry slowly returning to its economic strength. Tourism
and hospitality professionals are eager to see the industry and
Michigan Cares return to full force, too.
“The word has spread that this group of volunteers is the
hardest working group of volunteers you’re ever going to see,” said
Turek. “What Patty, Grand Valley and Michigan Cares have created
is leaps and bounds beyond what any other state agency is blessed
to have, and we’re so fortunate to have it.”

CARING FOR MICHIGAN TOURISM
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CAMPUS
NEWS
Akii Ndodem
(Earth Totem)
Anishinaabe artist Jason Quigno has
created a sculpture for installation on the
Pew Grand Rapids Campus that is a
contemporary take on a traditional form.
See more photos and information
on page 26.
(Kendra Stanley-Mills)
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BHSH System
and GVSU break
new ground to
tackle nursing
shortage
Two of Michigan’s largest institutions have
created what they hope will be a model for
the nation in addressing the severe talent
shortage in nursing. Leaders from BHSH
System and Grand Valley announced an
innovative partnership with the creation of
the BHSH Spectrum Health West Michigan
Nurse Scholar program. This unique
partnership will increase the nursing talent
pipeline by taking away financial barriers to
college and smoothing the educational path
to employment at BHSH Spectrum Health
West Michigan.
The health system is investing more
than $19 million to provide infrastructure,
start-up costs and resources for increased
clinical placements, training and other
support for students in the program.
This includes grant dollars for all BHSH
Spectrum Health West Michigan Nurse
Scholars. Grand Valley will increase
infrastructure support for students in
the areas of financial aid, curriculum
enhancements, technology and equipment,
student support services, simulation
enhancements and clinical experiences.
The BHSH Spectrum Health West
Michigan Nurse Scholar partnership
will create an opportunity for nearly
500 additional students to pursue a
career in nursing over the next six years.
The university will assume all future
infrastructure costs and maintain a
permanent increase in the number of
students admitted to its Kirkhof College
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of Nursing, creating a lasting impact for the
community, state and region. More than 92
percent of all GVSU graduates within the
health professions stay in Michigan.
A federal workforce analysis shows
Michigan currently has a nursing shortage
for its population, and that shortage has
been exacerbated by the burnout and stress
caused by the pandemic. Leaders at BHSH
System and GVSU say the creative solution
they’ve designed will build a stronger
talent pipeline, and the partnership
can serve as a model and inspiration to
enterprises, universities, communities
and governments to solve the nation’s
talent shortages.
“We challenged ourselves to be bold:
What can we do, together with GVSU, to
permanently increase access to education,
strengthen nursing education programs
and invest in talented, compassionate
people who want to become nurses?”
said Tina Freese Decker, president and
CEO, BHSH System (formerly Beaumont
Health and Spectrum Health). “Our teams
delivered a joint, innovative proposal that
expands opportunities for up to 500 future
nurses and can be the model for others to
emulate. We are incredibly excited about
the nurse scholar program and the impact
this will have in health care, for individual
learners and for future generations.”
President Philomena V. Mantella said
the agreement is a perfect example of how
educational institutions and enterprises
can partner quickly and efficiently to
address talent shortages.
“These talent gaps hold us back or put
us at risk,” said Mantella. “We have many
dedicated and talented students who

Grand Valley’s Health Campus anchors
the east end of the Medical Mile and is a close
neighbor to Spectrum Health hospitals and
facilities. (Amanda Pitts)

want to pursue nursing, but we needed
the creativity and support of our partners
at BHSH System to make the expansion
of nursing possible and affordable for
more talented and diverse students. This
program is a huge leap forward and a model
for other high need fields. I applaud the
ingenuity and willingness of our teams to
bring it to fruition.”
After all approvals and accreditation, the
BHSH Spectrum Health West Michigan
Nurse Scholar program will be in place by
January 2023.

“We challenged ourselves to be bold:
What can we do, together with GVSU,
to permanently increase access
to education, strengthen nursing
education programs and invest in
talented, compassionate people
who want to become nurses?”
TINA FREESE DECKER,
PRESIDENT AND CEO, BHSH SYSTEM
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New men’s basketball
coach brings
diverse resume
For two decades, Cornell
Mann was an assistant
coach for men’s basketball
teams across the Midwest.
The demands of the game
and his career ultimately
prepared him for his first
head coaching position.
Director of Athletics Keri
Becker officially introduced
Mann at a news conference
on April 7 as the sixth men’s
basketball coach in Grand
Valley history in front of
an audience of family,
friends, alumni, supporters
and members of the
Lakers men’s and women’s
basketball teams.
“I counted the number
of phone calls I had with
people who know coach
Mann,” said Becker. “Every
single one of them said he is
phenomenal in the gym and
at developing talent.”
Mann, who was
overcome with emotion at

several points during his
comments, discussed the
three “pillars” he focuses
on for success.
“Those three pillars
are connect, prepare and
lead,” said Mann. “Our
staff will connect with
the players, the campus
community and outside
the campus. As a staff, we
will prepare our players for
everything in life, and we
will lead our program in a
first-class manner.”
Most recently, Mann
was an assistant for five
seasons at Missouri for
coach Cuonzo Martin. His
resume includes assistant
coaching stops at Oakland
University, Iowa State,
Dayton, Western Michigan
and Central Michigan.
Cornell Mann smiles during
a news conference. Mann
takes over as head men's
basketball coach for
Ric Wesley, who resigned after
18 seasons with the Lakers.
(Kendra Stanley-Mills)

LONG-TIME MEIJER EXECUTIVE
NAMED NEW VICE PRESIDENT;
MCLOGAN ANNOUNCES RETIREMENT
President Philomena V. Mantella has appointed long-time
Meijer Inc. executive Stacie R. Behler as the university’s new vice
president and chief public affairs and communications officer and
secretary to the Board of Trustees. The selection comes following the
announcement that Matthew E. McLogan will retire effective June 30.
Behler, an attorney, is currently the group vice president of Public
Affairs and Communication at Meijer. She began with the retail
company as senior legal counsel in 2001 and over the next two decades
was given increasing responsibility and leadership roles in human
resources, communications, community engagement and
government affairs.
“I have known and admired Stacie since
Stacie R. Behler will join
coming to Grand Valley and seeing the
GVSU on July 1 as the
impact she has in the region,” Mantella said.
new vice president and
“She brings the kind of experience we need
chief public affairs and
to fill this role, which includes government
communications officer
relations, communications and marketing.
and secretary to the
Stacie has a good legal mind, solid and
Board of Trustees.
varied experience with
an enormously successful retail company,
and the dedication and relationships
to carry our successful community and
business relationships forward, while also
creating new ones.”
Behler received a Juris Doctor from
the University of Illinois and a bachelor's
degree from Oakland University. She
will begin her new role at the university
July 1, leading the division that includes
government relations, Institutional
Marketing, University Communications
and WGVU Television and Radio.
McLogan was hired as vice president
by then-President Arend D. Lubbers in
1987, a tenure that makes him the longest
continuously serving executive officer
Matt McLogan announced
in Grand Valley’s history. After a career
he will retire June 30,
in broadcast journalism in the 1970s,
after 35 years of service
McLogan served as Michigan Public
to Grand Valley.
Service Commissioner in the 1980s. He
brought those experiences to GVSU,
originally overseeing government relations,
University Development, which included
Alumni Relations, in addition to the communications
team and the university’s public radio and television stations.
He took on additional responsibilities as secretary to the Board of
Trustees in 2019.
“It has been an exceptional privilege to have worked with four of
Grand Valley’s five presidents, along with the talented faculty and
staff who have made the university so successful,” McLogan said.
“Together, we have been part of GVSU’s amazing trajectory from a
regional college to a widely respected university with a statewide
impact and growing Midwest and national reputation.”
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Keeping
it local
GVSU student
finds path at
Traverse City
Regional Center
STORY BY ANNA YOUNG
PHOTO BY AMANDA PITTS

When making post-high school plans, Elias Sanchez
(pictured on this page), like many students, decided to
stay close to home and attend a local college in order to
save on educational expenses.
“I wanted to go to a four-year university but also
wanted to save money,” said Sanchez. “I wanted to be able
to help my mom pay rent and also pay for school.”
Sanchez and his mother moved to
Traverse City from Florida several years ago.
After graduating from Central High School,
he decided to attend Northwestern Michigan
College (NMC) to earn an associate degree in
biomedical sciences.
During one of his NMC classes,
representatives from Grand Valley’s prephysician assistant club gave a presentation
about the program. It sparked his interest in
becoming a physician assistant and Sanchez
decided to attend a meeting to learn more.
Sanchez discovered GVSU’s Traverse City
Regional Center, which offers an allied health
sciences program for students in northern
Michigan. Once Sanchez learned he could
attend GVSU without having to move away
from home, he knew that was the best option
for him.
“I didn’t want to take out too many student
loans and move to Allendale. Being able to
stay local and get the exact same degree was
phenomenal. That’s what really drew me to
Grand Valley,” said Sanchez.
Even before enrolling at GVSU, Sanchez felt
supported by the staff at the Regional Center.
He credits Jackie Abeyta, an advisor, with
making him feel comfortable with the program
and understanding the courses he would take.
Sanchez is now enrolled full-time in the
allied health sciences program with plans to
graduate in May 2023. He hopes to continue
his studies with GVSU with the master of
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physician assistant
studies program, also
housed in the Traverse
City Regional Center.
Sanchez said he eventually wants to
work as a physician assistant at Munson
Medical Center, where he currently serves
as a phlebotomist.
“I had a choice between being a nurse
aide or a phlebotomist. A friend of mine had
gotten certified as a phlebotomist through
Munson and I thought it sounded really cool,”
said Sanchez.
After three weeks of on-the-job training,
he was certified and ready to work. His role
has taken him to various departments around
the hospital, which Sanchez said has been an
excellent learning experience.
“I love it. I get so much exposure working
throughout the hospital. ER, outpatient,
inpatient, I get to do it all,” he said.
Sanchez works three, 12-hour shifts
per week, mostly on weekends, in order to
allow him to focus on his coursework during
the week.
Sanchez admitted it can be a lot to juggle,
but said he has found a productive routine for
himself. He tries to hit the gym daily, and enjoys
snowboarding at Crystal Mountain in the winter,
which is a short drive from Traverse City.
No matter where life takes him next, Sanchez
is thankful for the experiences he’s had so far,
and is hopeful for the future.
“One of the best decisions I’ve ever made
was going to Grand Valley through the
Traverse City Regional Center. It’s opened
so many doors for me,” he said.

GVSU
PHYSICIAN
ASSISTANT
STUDIES
GVSU opened its satellite PAS
program in Traverse City in 2015
to educate students who want to
stay in northern Michigan and
provide patient care. Since that
program began, more than 70
percent of students who earn
PAS degrees work in the area.
The PAS program has an
articulation agreement with
NMC that grants preferred
admission to the program at
the Traverse City Center for two
qualified NMC students who
meet admission criteria. Learn
more about programs and
pathways from NMC at
gvsu.edu/tcprograms.
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The road ahead: Laker alumni working on
the next generation of mobility
STORY BY ANNA YOUNG

Two recent Grand Valley graduates
have roles in shaping the future of
transportation through their work on
electric vehicles.
Daniel Heibel ’20 and Adam Duke ’21
are employed by Rivian, an automotive
technology and manufacturing company
founded in 2009. The company specializes
in off-road electric vehicles, creating
products meant to appeal to a more
adventure-minded market.
These two Lakers found themselves
working on the next generation of vehicles
fresh out of college, and credit their
experiences at Grand Valley with getting
them positions in a highly competitive,
quickly expanding company.

A vehicle from
Rivian is pictured.
Two recent GVSU
graduates now work
at the company
that specializes in
off-road electric
vehicles. (courtesy
photo)

that aligned with his passion for clean
engineering. He discovered what was then
known as the alternative energy club.
The club had spent several years
converting an old Honda motorcycle
to being fully electric. Nearly all of the
Steering in the right direction
members had graduated, and the club
Both Heibel and Duke are mechanical
began to dissolve. Duke stepped in and
engineering graduates who participated
worked closely with advisor Ryan Aldridge,
in the co-op program as students in
operations manager at the Innovation
the Padnos College of Engineering and
Design Center, to reshape the club into the
Computing. In that program, each student
solar racing team.
participates in one year of full-time, co-op
The solar racing team now has a goal
experience plus an industry-based senior
of competing in the American Solar
capstone project.
Challenge, which requires students to
Heibel started working full-time as
construct a solar-powered vehicle that will
a trail engineer at Rivian in 2021 after
eventually compete with other teams from
doing all three of his co-op rotations at the
across the globe on a cross-country course.
company’s Plymouth location.
Duke served as an officer on the team,
“The co-op program is why I’m here.
helping to fundraise and source materials
That’s the sole reason
to keep the project
I got this job,” said
moving forward.
“The co-op program is why
Heibel. “I was able to
Aldridge wanted
I’m here. ... I was able to
rotate through different
students on the team to
rotate through different
departments during my
gain transferable skills
departments
during my
co-ops and it helped me
that would apply to all
co-ops and it helped me
build a knowledge base
facets of their careers.
of this company that
“They get to design and
build a knowledge base of
benefits me in my
this company that benefits build a solar vehicle from
current role.”
scratch. It’s a great way
me in my current role.”
Heibel didn’t set out to
for students to get some
Daniel Heibel ’20
work in the automotive
hands-on experience
industry. He considered
outside of the classroom,”
various career paths, including aerospace
said Aldridge. “I would hope that each
engineering and academia. After his time
student who goes through the club can take
at Rivian, Heibel decided working on the
something they learned, even if it’s really
future of mobility was the route for him.
small, and apply that to their careers. I
know Adam has done that at Rivian.”
Switching gears
Work on the solar car continues, and
Aldridge hopes the vehicle will be ready to
When Duke got to Grand Valley, he was
race in the upcoming season.
looking for an extracurricular opportunity

Duke and Heibel became friends
through the solar racing team, and
eventually found themselves doing a
co-op rotation at Rivian at the same
time in early 2020. Now, they are
roommates near Rivian’s office in
southern California.

Racing into the future

Duke didn’t set out to work in the
automotive industry, saying he was driven
by a general mission to support renewable
energy and clean engineering. Since
coming to Rivian, he’s found a passion for
cars, and said he’s proud to be part of this
rapidly growing industry.
“I’m glad companies like Rivian can
spur innovation in the electric vehicle
market so more options can be offered to
consumers. Innovation in the automotive
market is greater than any one company,”
said Duke. “I believe making this type of
technology available to everyone in the
near future is a priority.”
To Heibel, Rivian’s work is much
more than just creating electric
off-road vehicles.
“It’s not necessarily how we look at
vehicles, but how we look at mobility.
How do we get people around? Electric
mobility has to be our future. It’s one of
the key components to fighting climate
change and it’s not really an option at this
point. We want a healthy planet for our
kids and generations to come.”
SUS TA IN A BIL I T Y
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Trailblazer Joan Boand’s legacy continues
following her death
STORY BY BRIAN VERNELLIS

In the main hallway of Grand Valley’s
Fieldhouse Arena, a large photo of women’s
athletics pioneer Joan Boand graces one of
its walls.
The tribute includes many photographs,
showcasing the enormous legacy she
established as a coach and athletic
administrator.
For Carol VandeBunte ’78, the photo
of Boand and the entire tribute is a
striking and emotional testimonial to
Boand’s influence and place in Grand
Valley’s history.
“That first picture of her, it’s like she’s
looking at you,” said VandeBunte, who
was overcome with emotion. “What a
treasure that is. I like to just stand there
and see Joan.”
There’s no understating the importance
of Boand to Grand Valley and women’s
athletics in Michigan.
“She’s the foundation,” said VandeBunte,
who played for Boand and later joined her
on her coaching staff. “Every female athlete
who ever played, playing now or in the
future, has Joan to thank. There’s nobody
that I respect more than Joan in the world
of women’s sports.”
Boand died at her home on January 27.
She was 88.
“I often refer to her as the ‘matriarch
of women’s athletics,’” said Director of
Athletics Keri Becker. “She was responsible
for laying the foundation for women’s
athletics over her time here.”
Boand arrived on campus in 1966 as
an assistant professor in the physical
education department and quickly set
about to establish women’s athletics
at the young university.
She’s credited with establishing nearly
every women’s program for the Lakers,
coaching volleyball, basketball, softball and
track and field. Her teams amassed 745 total
wins and 10 GLIAC championships in her
coaching career.
For 26 years, Boand was the volleyball
coach, leading the club to a 545-322 record
and six GLIAC championships, while being
named GLIAC Coach of the Year in 1985

and 1986. The Lakers won 42 games
in 1986, setting a school record that
still stands.
Along with volleyball, Boand
coached the basketball team
from 1974 to 1978 compiling
a 132-48 record and four
consecutive GLIAC
championships. As a
softball coach from
1968 to 1975, her teams
went 68-16.
Following her
coaching career,
Boand moved into the
administrative side,
becoming associate
director for athletics
and senior women’s
administrator, and serving on
GLIAC and NCAA committees.
“Joan was navigating the world
of athletics when the fight for equity
was constant,” said Becker. “This
took a great deal of resolve, perseverance
and commitment over years. Further,
she worked to provide opportunities for
female student athletes across a number
of sports and ensured women had a voice
administratively through her work at the
conference, state and national level.”
After her retirement in 1999, she created
the Joan Boand Athletic Scholarship, which
helps fifth-year seniors, who have exhausted
their four years of athletic eligibility,
complete their degree. Her commitment
to Grand Valley remained, often helping
in the press box at Lubbers Stadium or at
basketball and volleyball games.
“The things that she was doing and the
battles she took on for women and girls
who just wanted opportunities, all those
things laid the path for me to be able to have
the career that I had and to do what
I loved,” said former volleyball coach
Deanne Scanlon.
The groundwork set by Boand in the ’60s
and ’70s translated into tremendous
success for the women’s programs in the
21st century. Of Grand Valley’s 27 NCAA
national championships, 20 have been won
by women’s teams, Becker said.

A tribute to Grand Valley’s greatest contributors
to the athletic department features a photo of
Joan Boand in the concourse of the Fieldhouse
Complex. (Valerie Hendrickson)

The volleyball team brought home
the first NCAA title for women’s
athletics in 2005 and the women’s
basketball team followed with its first
NCAA championship in 2006. Most
recently, the women’s soccer team won
its seventh national championship in
December and the women’s track and
field team won its third national title in
March 2021.
“When I think about the number of
national championships and annual
success we enjoy, I think of Joan as
well,” said Becker. “Her work from the
past will always be connected to the
success in the future.”
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Q&A

First VP for Student Affairs:
It’s time to ‘get your extrovert on’
STORY BY SHEILA BABBITT / PHOTO BY AMANDA PITTS

With 25 years of experience working
in higher education, first as a resident
assistant and now as Grand Valley’s
inaugural vice president for Student
Affairs, it’s safe to say that Jenny Hall-Jones
has a passion for all things collegiate.
Hall-Jones started working at Grand
Valley in February. After joking about having
a typical “first-year student experience,”
temporarily moving into the Grand Valley
Apartments and then experiencing the rite
of passage of getting lost in Mackinac
Hall, she discussed the motivations and
inspirations behind her new job.
Could you explain your
role as vice president for
Student Affairs?
At its fundamental level, the vice president for
Student Affairs is going to be the student voice and
the students’ advocate at the highest levels of the
institution. I will always make sure that students are
included in conversations and that we are centering
students in our work. Day to day, I help run the
Division of Student Affairs, where our goal is creating a
sense of belonging and showing what it means to
be a Laker.
It’s only been a few months, but what has
struck you about Grand Valley?
The fact that Grand Valley is an undergraduate-focused
institution, knows exactly who it is and knows how
it wants to grow has really impressed me. The
president’s clear vision with Reach Higher 2025, and
the fact that it’s embedded with social justice is very
near and dear to my heart.
What should Grand Valley students
know about you?
The students should know that I’m really very informal,
they should call me Jenny. I want them to know that I
am approachable, that I’m in their corner. I want them
to know that if they feel like there’s something going
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on in student life or student
culture that needs to be brought
forward, I’m the person to do
that for them.
COVID-19 has made it
difficult for students to
connect and feel a sense
of belonging on campus.
What advice do you offer
new students, to help
them strike a balance as
they adjust to college?
First and foremost, students
have to “get their extrovert
on.” Whenever you’re in a
new situation, whether that’s
coming out of a pandemic or
coming to college, people get
naturally more shy. I think this
is the time when you need to
break out a little bit. It’s going to
be uncomfortable but you’ve got
to get past your comfort zone
to make those connections.
Practice a little at a time. Give
yourself goals like meeting
someone new or joining a
new club. This is the time to
make the most of your Laker
experience. We’ll do this our
entire lives, and as a new person
coming into a new job, I had to
do it again.
You have a background
in sociology and
criminology. How did that
point you toward higher
education?
Everything shifted for me when
I became an RA on campus to
help pay for college. I fell in
love with working in higher
education. I loved the people,
the leadership and talking
about social justice issues, so I
changed my major to sociology,
where class content was
often centered around those

things. Having a sociology/criminology
background was perfect because it
discussed the topics we face in higher
education such as group think, group
behavior and why a sense of belonging is
important. All these questions that higher
education professionals ask themselves,
sociologists have been studying for years.
Who inspires you the most
and why?
I have this fierce, blue-collar mom and this
really fabulous, fiercely college-educated
grandmother. I don’t think I would’ve
survived in higher education if I didn’t
have my grandmother saying higher
education is something that’s important.
I’m not afraid to be the only woman in
a space and I have a passion for social
justice because of my mom, and watching
how she survived and raised our family as
a single mom in a man’s world. So, I learn
from both of those fabulous women in
my life.
Who has shaped you into being
the leader you are today?
In my first job, I served as special assistant
to Kent Smith, the vice president of
student affairs at Ohio University at
the time. He is an amazing man and if
it weren’t for him, I don’t think I would
have finished my doctorate. He was so
inspirational and supportive. He was the
one who helped me see that I could lead at
a higher level.
Ryan Lombardi was my dean when
I worked as assistant dean of students
at Ohio University. He was the one that
challenged me on my internalized sexism
because I had told him that I was content
working behind the scenes. He said, “Are
you sure that’s not some sexist voice in
your head holding you back because you’ve
only seen male leaders in your work life?”
That was a turning point for me.
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About
Jenny Hall-Jones
Hall-Jones earned three
degrees from Ohio University:
bachelor’s degree in sociology/
criminology, master’s degree
in education, doctoral
degree in higher education
administration
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FOCAL POINT

Jason Quigno, owner and artist at Asinaabe
Studios in Grand Rapids, enters his studio. A small
model version of the commissioned sculpture
is silhouetted at left. The model rests on his
workbench in sight while he carves.

Quigno puts on ventilation
and ear protection before
he starts his work at his
Grand Rapids studio.
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After hours carving on the stone art
sculpture that was commissioned
by GVSU, the artist takes a break to
smoke a cigar.
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At right, Quigno said that carving
limestone is like carving butter
compared to other stones he has
worked with.
Below, a layer of limestone
dust covers Quigno’s carving and
artist tools.
Bottom left, the artist moves his
rock collection to make room outside
his studio so that he can complete
the Akii Ndodem (Earth Totem)
outdoors. Quigno’s art
studio ceilings aren’t tall enough
for the completed sculpture.

Earth Totem
PHOTOS BY KENDRA STANLEY-MILLS

This carved Anishinaabek limestone sculpture represents
our shared humanity through our connectedness of
differences and our ties to nature. Local Anishinaabe
artist Jason Quigno, a descendant of the original people
of this area, created the sculpture for display on the
Mount Vernon pedestrian pathway. See more photos
online at gvsu.edu/gvmagazine.
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A LU M N I P R O F I L E

Alumna returns to campus
as ACE fellow to learn from
university leaders
STORY BY ALEX PRIEBE / PHOTO BY KENDRA STANLEY-MILLS

In 2008, Mary “MJ” McConner was a GVSU student studying to be a psychologist.
During her senior year, an on-campus internship in the Division of Student Affairs
set her on a new path, and she has worked in higher education ever since. Now, 14 years
later, McConner is back on campus as an American Council on Education (ACE) fellow,
working with President Philomena V. Mantella and other senior leaders to learn about
operating a large university.

Welcome back to GVSU! What’s it
been like being back on campus?
It’s great! I used to hang out in Kirkhof all
the time; I had a friend named Laurence
and we would play pool there. I love all the
changes that have taken place, looking
at the new programs and buildings. My
office is in Zumberge Hall, which used
to be the library. I remember pulling
all-nighters there. Culturally, it has not
lost the Grand Valley feel. I like the growth,
I like what I’m seeing here.

How was your experience as
a student?
It was important to find a university where
I would not be just a number. I love the
personalized attention you get as a student
at Grand Valley. And culturally, there’s a
strong sense of community. There were
times when I experienced culture shock
because the east side of the state is a lot
different from the west side. But when I
found some organizations to join, it really
had a positive impact on me.
My academic programs set me up to
learn how to think like a scholar and a
researcher. There’s no way I could have
earned advanced degrees without the
education and knowledge I received from
my psychology courses. They set that
foundation for me to think differently
and creatively.

Did you have mentors who made
an impact on you?
Yes, Tom Coy and Valerie Holmes in the
Student Life office. Tom oversaw Greek life
and Valerie oversaw the Laker Leadership
Program. I was interning in their office when
I realized, “I like the impact they have had
on me and so many others. I want to pay it
forward one day.”
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Your current role at Christian
Brothers University is vice
president for Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion. How did you get
involved in DEI work?
I’ve always done research in that area.
My dissertation was on understanding the
experiences of foreign- and U.S.-educated
faculty members at Historically Black
Colleges and Universities (HBCUs). I’ve
always worked in international education
or multicultural student services.
I have gained all this global DEI
experience by working with our international
faculty scholars and students, and looking
at the services we provide for students of
color and underrepresented students.

What is the ACE fellowship and why
did you want to come back to GVSU?
The ACE fellowship gives people the
opportunity to experience areas and
functions within higher education that
are outside of their current expertise.
There are 52 people in my cohort and we’ve
each been placed at different universities.
I picked GVSU.
It was important to me to come back to
Grand Valley for several reasons. I work at
a small, private institution, which is very
different from working at a state university
with 23,000-plus students. And it was
important for me to give back to my alma
mater. I wanted to help with some of the
major decisions and promote the work of
the institution.
I came at an interesting time because
the Reach Higher 2025 strategic plan has
been a big point of conversation. President
Mantella is another reason. It was important
for me to work with a female president,
because, as a woman, if I do become a
president, it would be wonderful to have
Philly as a mentor and role model.

Mary “MJ” McConner ’08
Vice President for Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion at Christian Brothers University
in Memphis, Tennessee

Hometown
Detroit, MI

Student Organizations
Positive Influence, Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority Inc. Nu Theta Chapter,
Order of Omega, National Pan-Hellenic
Council (president 2007-2008), Laker
Leadership Internship

Education
Bachelor’s degree in psychology
from GVSU, master’s degree in educational
leadership from Central Michigan
University, doctorate in higher education
administration from Auburn University

How have you been involved in the
Laker community?
I was recently appointed to the GVSU
Alumni Association Board of Directors. At
my first board meeting it felt good to hear
other alumni talk about what we can do to
best serve the community, especially our
students. We talked about different issues,
like student mental health, and how we can
work as advocates.

How would you encourage alumni
to engage with GVSU?
I would like to see more alumni take on a
“lift as you climb” approach to serving our
students. When you graduate, you may
give financially but maybe you’re not very
invested. You have your life, family and so
many obligations. You don’t always think, “Is
there a student who could use my support?”
As a woman of color, I don’t think I would
have been as successful as I was at
Grand Valley without mentors like Valerie
and Tom, and others who supported me. I
would love to see our alumni of color lift up
our students.
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Planned Giving
Planned giving includes gifts you leave in
your will, estate, or retirement account
that are typically invested in long-term
endowments that pay off for generations.
To learn more about planned giving
at Grand Valley contact:
Andrew Bixel
Director of Endowed and Planned Giving
(616) 331-5619 | bixela@gvsu.edu
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You are both members of the Alumni
Association Board of Directors. What
are your responsibilities?

SUPPORTING FUTURE LEADERS

Benefiting
future
generations
of learners,
leaders and
Lakers
Rory ’14 and
Emily ’14, ’20 Miller
INTERVIEW BY MARY OUELLETTE-MAINE

Grand Valley is home for Rory ’14
and Emily ’14, ’20 Miller. Not only
is it the place where they earned
their degrees, it is where they met,
fell in love and got married. Even as
they move forward with their careers
and plans for the future, Grand
Valley continues to be a part of their
heart and identity. Today, the Millers
support the university through
service and philanthropic giving.
Their dedication and generosity
are helping to ensure the success
of students and the impact
Grand Valley will have in the future.
The university thanks the Millers
for all they do for Grand Valley.

Rory: Our responsibilities are to work with the
university’s Alumni Relations team to build our
alumni networks and give back to students.
We attend board meetings, volunteer at GVSU
events, and facilitate relationships between
alumni and the university.

How did you meet?
Emily: We met in the printmaking
studio at Calder Art Center on the
Allendale Campus.

How do you like to spend
your free time?
Rory: I enjoy visiting craft breweries,
playing disc golf and attending car shows.
Emily: I like hiking, going for walks,
volunteering for many organizations,
drinking coffee and relaxing with my cats.

What is your favorite memory of
Grand Valley?
Rory: Driving to Alabama in 2009 with
my roommates for the Lakers’ football
national championship game.
Emily: I enjoyed working with our National
Art Education Association (NAEA) student
chapter and decorating the Kirkhof 2020
desk during Homecoming with the theme
“No Place Like Grand Valley.”

How has being a member of the Laker
community helped to shape you?
Rory: Both of my parents are Grand Valley
graduates. I grew up on campus and attended
events. It was a natural decision to attend
Grand Valley after high school because it was
familiar and I knew the great opportunities the
university would present to me.
Emily: As a student, I was part of the NAEA
student chapter, but I did not feel like I gave
back enough. After graduating, I wanted to
do more, so I started volunteering as part
of the College of Education Alumni Board.
Soon after, it turned into more by becoming
part of the Alumni Association. Now, as an
educator and as a Laker alumna, I try to
connect Lakers back to Grand Valley, no
matter their area of expertise.

What is your favorite Laker
pride moment?
About the
Millers

Rory ’14

Facilities Furniture
Technician Lead,
Herman Miller

Emily ’14, ’20

Elementary Art Teacher,
Allendale Public Schools
(photo by Valerie Hendrickson)

Emily: Our wedding! It had everything
culminating our Grand Valley experience
— even President Haas, Marcia Haas and
Louie attended. We were married at CookDeWitt and had our reception downtown
at the Eberhard Center. Rory walked in
to “Come Sail Away” by Styx and I walked
in to the Alma Mater. It also offered the
opportunity for our friends and family to
visit both campuses and see the beauty that
is Grand Valley, experiencing what we had
for the last several years.

Emily, you also serve on the College
of Education Alumni Board. What are
your responsibilities with that group?
I work with the Alumni Relations team and
the Center for Educational Partnerships to
reach out to our current student teachers
and teacher assistants. I engage GVSU
alumni leaders at local and statewide
districts to connect with our students
and prepare them to enter the education
workforce.

Why have you chosen to give back
financially to Grand Valley?
Rory: Grand Valley is near and dear to
our hearts and home; we love watching it
grow and seeing the Laker Effect spread
throughout the communities nationwide.

Why did you decide to make a
planned gift?
Emily: We established a set percentage
in our will to help sustain education and
art at the university and to alleviate the
financial burden that higher education may
place on some learners, allowing them to
pursue their goals and career ambitions.
You can’t take it with you, so giving back
to something greater than ourselves that
will benefit future generations of learners,
leaders and Lakers is a worthy cause.

Why is it important to you to
continue your relations with
Grand Valley after graduation?
Emily: Relationships, both personal
and professional, made during our
Grand Valley years are those that will
continue throughout our lives. We feel
our relationship with Grand Valley is
one in the same.

What would you say to encourage
other alumni to give back?
Rory: Giving back does not need to be
much, it can be $5 a month, which is a cup
of coffee or a pint of craft beer. You need to
start somewhere, find an organization or
cause within the university that is near and
dear to you and make that commitment.
Think about the memories you have with
the university and decide what those
memories are worth financially.

SUPPORTING FUTURE LE ADERS
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ALUMNI
NEWS
Phoenix Alumni
Reception
On March 2, President Philomena V.
Mantella and Susan Proctor, ’98 & ’20,
director of Alumni Relations, hosted
an alumni gathering at the Royal
Palms Resort in Phoenix, Arizona.
The strolling reception took place
outside in the orange grove
that offered amazing views of
Camelback Mountain.
(Jenny Dupuis)
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Alumni Night at
the Grand Rapids
Griffins
More than 170 alumni, their friends
and family members participated in
the GVSU Alumni Night at the Grand
Rapids Griffins on February 25. The
group enjoyed a great game and posed
for a photo on the ice at Van Andel
Arena. A portion of ticket proceeds
was donated to support the Student
Support Scholarship Fund.

EVENTS
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In Memoriam
Bruce W. Albright

B.S., 1983, of Rockford,
on December 10, 2021

L AKER L ANDINGS

Jessica L. Berens

B.B.A., 2004, of Wayland,
on December 8, 2021

CAREER UPDATE
Andrea Johnson ’18 & ’21
started a new position as
an admissions counselor
at Grand Valley. She is
excited to work with
incoming Grand
Valley students,
travel across
Michigan and be
back on campus.

Marie O. Canepa

B.S., 1981, of Grand Rapids,
on December 14, 2021

Janice C. Clum

B.S., 1981, of Racine, Wisconsin,
on January 31, 2022

Mary A. Ellens

BIRTH/ADOPTION
Whitney Michel ’09
and Elliot Michel ’11
welcomed a baby
girl into the world.
This future Laker
was born on
October 18, 2021, and
welcomed to their
home two days later.

AWARD/
RECOGNITION

Annette M. Nelson

B.S., 2013, of Traverse City,
on November 16, 2021

Elisa K. Oliver

Robert J. Gregorski

M.Ed., 1991, of Muskegon,
on January 20, 2022

James K. Greydanus

B.S., 1985, of Grand Rapids,
on November 30, 2021

Helen I. Haight

B.S., 1994, of Grand Haven,
on December 9, 2021

Jane E. Hall

B.Ph., 1980, of Muskegon,
on February 3, 2022

Roger W. Hill

B.S., 1971, of Montague,
on February 16, 2022

B.S., 2014, B.S., 2017,
of Grand Rapids,
on November 30, 2021

Thomas M. Hosford

Christopher M. Schneller

M.Ed., 1981, of Grand Rapids,
on November 20, 2021

M.B.A., 1987, of Grand Haven,
on December 30, 2021

B.S., 1989, M.P.A., 1991, of Wyoming,
on January 21, 2022

Ruth R. Howson

B.S., 1971, of Rockford,
on December 22, 2021

Visit gvsu.edu/alumni or follow us
on our social media channels!

Anthony B. Muiderman

M.B.A., 1977, of Eugene, Oregon,
on November 4, 2021

B.S., 1986, of Portage,
on June 17, 2021

B.S., 1973, of Grand Rapids,
on November 28, 2021

Stay in touch,
network and get involved!

Kyle A. Mellon

B.S., 2020, of Free Soil,
on January 15, 2022

B.S.W., 1992, M.S.W., 1994,
of Grand Rapids,
on December 15, 2021

B.A., 1975, M.Ed., 1994, of Wayland,
on December 12, 2021

Ericka Mbachu ’04
earned a
doctoral degree
in educational
leadership/
curriculum and
instruction from
the University
of Phoenix.

Robert A. Mangus

B.S., 1970, of Northville,
on January 18, 2022

Lexie A. Inman

B.S., 1980, of Muskegon,
on November 21, 2021

Andrea S. Kahn

B.A., 1994, of Muskegon,
on December 5, 2021

Beth J. Kar

B.A., 1993, of St. Joseph, Missouri,
on December 18, 2021

Wilson K. Leary

Karen Pleasant

Martin M. Pospiech
David J. Prout
Paul F. Reeths

Tashi A. Reigle

B.S., 2000, of Muskegon,
on November 26, 2021

Ruth J. Slanger

B.S., 1973, M.Ed., 1983,
of Grand Rapids,
on December 7, 2021

Brittleigh M. Stewart

B.S., Stewart, B.S., 2019, of Fraser,
on December 23, 2021

William H. Smith

B.S., 1970, of Grand Rapids,
on December 25, 2021

Douglas M. Taylor
M.Ed., 1990, of Lowell,
on December 8, 2021

B.S., 1992, of Holland,
on November 30, 2021
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ADVERTISEMENT

ONE CONTACT
ONE CONTRACT
ONE BILL
One Amazing Experience!
Trust our expert event planners to
make your next event successful and
stress free. From wedding receptions
to small business meetings to large
corporate events, we have the venue
and location options to meet your
unique needs. And with our renowned
and accredited “one-stop” service, you
can leave all the details to us.

616.331.6620
gvsu.edu/meetatgvsu
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CONGRATULATIONS, GRADUATES!
New graduates from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences celebrate at a Winter
commencement ceremony at Van Andel Arena. More than 3,150 students participated in
commencement ceremonies. That number included 1,102 first-generation students.
The most popular degree? Psychology, with 215 graduates. (Amanda Pitts)
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